SPEAKING TOPICS
• Driving Matters
• Technique Matters
• Equipment Matters

TARGET VENUES
•
•
•
•
•

Boat shows
Dealer meetings
In-store promotions
Boating organizations
Water ski clubs

ZENON OFFERS

SCHEDULE
ZENON BILAS
TO SPEAK ON

WAKE SPORTS

• One-on-one coaching
• Reviewing attendees’ videos and
photos for improvement
• Complimentary copies of Zenon’s
instructional magazine articles

CONTACT ZENON
561.319.7852
zenbilas@bellsouth.net
www.zenonbilas.com
West Palm Beach, Florida, USA

THE ART OF ZEN

FOR THE LOVE OF WAKE SPORTS
DRIVING
MATTERS

TECHNIQUE
MATTERS

EQUIPMENT
MATTERS

If you enjoy riding a tube, are a pro water
skier or wakeboarder, or fall somewhere
in between, your driver is much more than
the person who sits behind the wheel and
moves the throttle. In fact, the driver is
crucial for delivering a successful, fun and
safe experience behind the boat.

Water skiing, wakeboarding, wake surfing
and barefooting share certain basic
techniques. They include optimal balance
over your feet, handle position and line
control, using the lower body to do the work,
maintaining a quiet upper body, breathing
and proper focus.

Whether your wake sports are done behind
a pontoon boat, a family runabout, a fishing
boat, cruiser or specialized wake sport
boat, learn the keys to become a better and
safer wake sport driver.

Learn the keys to excel in your favorite
wake sport and have even more success
and fun while staying safe behind the boat.

How you attach the line to the boat, and the
shape of the wake are important factors to
providing optimal conditions. When choosing
equipment, keep in mind that correctly sized
water skis, wakeboards and life jackets
appropriate for each person’s ability level
will provide the safest and quickest learning
experience. For example, lines and handles
are sport specific.
Learn which accessories will optimize the
towing capabilities of your boat, and which
equipment will enhance fun and safety.

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•

Coached the Chinese National Water
Ski team
Coached in over 20 countries
Featured in international magazines
on 6 continents
Played the part of a barefoot water
skiing Tony the Tiger for a Kellogg’s
Frosted Flakes national TV commercial
Traveled coast-to-coast in a 10-stop
Ski America tour for Ford, Nautique
Boats and Trailer Boats magazine

8X NATIONAL CHAMPION
ZENON BILAS
Zenon Bilas has been a wake sports enthusiast
since learning to water ski in 1975. Two years
later, he mastered barefoot water skiing. As
a competitor, coach and journalist, Zenon
Bilas has had a firsthand view of water skiing
as it has evolved into the multiple wake
sports enjoyed today. His articles have been
featured in magazines throughout the USA and
internationally.
As a coach, he has traveled throughout the
USA and 20 countries, teaching beginners
and champions. Zenon continues to compete,
winning a gold medal in slalom in Open division
at the 2018 USA Barefoot National Championship
for his 8th national title.

